2” Slim Channel Drain

**What lengths are available?**

The slim channel is available in 6’ and 9’ lengths. The channel can be easily cut to any length.

**What is the Slim Channel load rating?**

The slim channel is rated for pedestrian traffic (up to 60 psi) only.

**Do I need to purchase a separate grate?**

The slim channel is available in kits consisting of channel, grate, end cap and end outlets.

**How much water can the Slim Channel drain?**

The grates for the Slim channel can handle 21.44 GPM (gallons per minute) per lineal foot.

**Does the Slim Channel come with any accessories?**

The Slim Channel does have accessories available:

- #9247 – End Cap/End outlet (knockout) to fit 1-1/2” Schedule 40 PVC pipe
- #9248 – Coupling – connects two channels together
- #9250 – Bottom outlet to fit 1-1/2” Schedule 40 PVC pipe
- #9270 – Anchor Clip
- Fabricated Tee - #9371 (white grate) #9372 (gray) #9373 (sand)
- Fabricated 45 degree - #9301 (white) #9302 (gray) #9303 (sand)
- Fabricated 90 degree - #9381 (white) #9382 (gray) #9383 (sand)

**How does the Slim Channel connect together?**

Slim channels can be joined together to make longer runs by using a coupling part #9248

**How do I clean the inside of the Slim Channel?**

The grates can be easily removed for to help remove debris that may build up.
Do I need to glue the channel and accessories together?

It is not necessary to glue the accessories together, however, the channel and accessories are made from PVC, so PVC primer and glue can be used.

How do I install the channel in landscape, pavers, or pool deck/concrete?

Please see the installation details below for each condition.

Landscape

Pavers
Pool Deck/concrete: